FORTY      THOUSAND      AGAINST      THE      ARCTIC
atmosphere which they, good seamen, allowed me to share.
I was tired, anyway, and was quite happy to fall into my
bunk towards midnight. It must have been in the early
hours of the morning when the rhythmical hammering of
the engines woke me up, and almost immediately after-
wards came the shuddering crash as we struck ice. I
dressed quickly and went on deck. The fog had cleared
away overnight, the sun was shining brilliantly, but so far
as I could see from the bridge—and as the captain assured
me, so far as his observers could see from the crow's nest—
there was nothing but ice. Slowly moving, creaking and
screeching, we pushed through the ice, that was glittering
and sparkling in the sunlight, blinding the unprotected eye.
'We have called Kozlov', Captain Voronin told me.
£He ought to be here any minute now. His base is at Dickson.
He can fly the distance in a quarter of an hour.'
Kozlov came an hour later; he had waited for a complete
set of weather reports from all stations. Then, having corne,
he circled above our ship and dropped a note saying that he
could not come down because there was too much ice for
his floats and no block that was flat enough and large enough
for him to land on his skis. To the little parachute with
which he dropped the message for us was also tied a bundle
of letters. A bunch of them was addressed to the Chief of
the Operations, Krastin. The rest were for the crew.
Their relatives write them to Dickson Island and, as often
as the ice patrol pilot flies thence to assist the ice-breaker,
he takes these parcels with him.
Kozlov's machine was of the same type as the one in
which I flew with Sadkov—a large Dornier Wai hydro-
plane. He soon disappeared. Meanwhile some of the
men who were just off watch had climbed down on the ice
and after testing it with poles had started playing football
on a compact massif. They were soon called back by two
impatient blows from the siren. The ice-field was getting
amove, and our observer had seen some cracks opening
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I  HAD  NOTHING TO   WORRY ABOUT
ON   THE  ICE  BREAKER

